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ABSTRACT
In this work we investigate the generation of mock halo catalogues based on perturbation
theory and nonlinear stochastic biasing with the novel PATCHY-code. In particular, we use
Augmented Lagrangian Perturbation Theory (ALPT) to generate a dark matter density field on
a mesh starting from Gaussian fluctuations and to compute the peculiar velocity field. ALPT is
based on a combination of second order LPT (2LPT) on large scales and the spherical collapse
model on smaller scales. We account for the systematic deviation of perturbative approaches
from N -body simulations together with halo biasing adopting an exponential bias model. We
then account for stochastic biasing by defining three regimes: a low, an intermediate and a
high density regime, using a Poisson distribution in the intermediate regime and the negative
binomial distribution –including an additional parameter– to model over-dispersion in the high
density regime. Since we focus in this study on massive halos, we suppress the generation of
halos in the low density regime. The various nonlinear and stochastic biasing parameters, and
density thresholds are calibrated with the large BigMultiDark N -body simulation to match
the power spectrum of the corresponding halo population. Our model effectively includes
only five parameters, as they are additionally constrained by the halo number density. Our
mock catalogues show power spectra, both in real- and redshift-space, which are compatible
with N -body simulations within about 2% up to k ∼ 1 h Mpc−1 at z = 0.577 for a sample of
halos with the typical BOSS CMASS galaxy number density. The corresponding correlation
functions are compatible down to a few Mpc. We also find that neglecting over-dispersion in
high density regions produces power spectra with deviations of 10% at k ∼ 0.4 h Mpc−1.
These results indicate the need to account for an accurate statistical description of the galaxy
clustering for precise studies of large-scale surveys.
Key words: (cosmology:) large-scale structure of Universe – galaxies: clusters: general –
catalogues – galaxies: statistics
1 INTRODUCTION
The new generation of galaxy surveys request precise numerical
simulations of structure formation to compare theoretical models
to observations. This is computationally very demanding as the
parameter space one needs to cover is extremely large, ranging
from varying the cosmological parameters, over modelling differ-
ent biased tracers, to account for cosmic variance (for large-volume
N -body simulations see e.g. Kim et al. 2009; Prada et al. 2012;
Angulo et al. 2012; Alimi et al. 2012; Watson et al. 2013). As an al-
⋆ E-mail: kitaura@aip.de, Karl-Schwarzschild-fellow
ternative to run N -body cosmological simulations for each param-
eter set, one can calibrate approximate structure formation models
to N -body solutions and scan the parameter space using the more
efficient schemes. A number of approaches has been proposed in
the literature for the generation of mock galaxy catalogues based
on Lagrangian Perturbation Theory (LPT), such as PINOCCHIO
(Monaco et al. 2002, 2013) or PTHALOS (Scoccimarro & Sheth
2002; Manera et al. 2013). It has been shown that perturbation the-
ory can provide an accurate approach to model Baryon Acoustic
Oscillations (BAOs) (Tassev & Zaldarriaga 2012). The uncertainty
of a few Mpc in the position of dark matter particles (or halos)
following the approximate schemes is translated into a damping
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of the power spectrum, which may be modeled by a Gaussian
smoothing of the typical uncertainty scale (Monaco et al. 2013).
As a consequence, the power spectra predicted by perturbation the-
ory lie below the linear power spectrum instead of developing the
characteristic nonlinear excess of power with respect to the lin-
ear power spectrum at modes k >∼ 0.1h Mpc
−1
. Interesting alter-
natives have been recently proposed, such as re-scaling N -body
simulations to account for a change in the cosmological parame-
ters (Angulo & White 2010), compute covariance matrices from a
set of small-volume simulations (Schneider et al. 2011), or includ-
ing 2LPT within the Vlasov equations solver to speed up N -body
codes (COLA, Tassev et al. 2013). In this letter, we propose to use
an extremely efficient approach based on low resolution one-step
perturbation theory solvers. We rely on Augmented LPT (ALPT),
which is based on a combination of second order LPT on large
scales with the spherical collapse model on smaller scales, sup-
pressing in this way shell-crossing with an improved modelling of
filaments (Kitaura & Heß 2013). In this work, we introduce the pe-
culiar velocity within this formalism to model redshift-space dis-
tortions.
To account for the missing power of perturbative approaches
at high modes, and at the same time for the scale-dependent bias
of halos, we use an exponential bias (Cen & Ostriker 1993). Such a
model has been recently proposed to sample halos below the resolu-
tion of dark matter simulations (de la Torre & Peacock 2013). This
model is related to the lognormal model (Coles & Jones 1991), and
thus to the linear component of the density field (Kitaura & Angulo
2012), solving the negative densities problem (Kitaura et al. 2010)
of Fry & Gaztanaga (1993)’s formulation. Here, we propose to
model the statistics of halos with a Poissonian and a negative bi-
nomial distribution function depending on the density regime. The
required parameters in our model are calibrated with one of the new
set of the publicly available BigMultiDark simulations1 (Heß et al
in prep).
Our approach is not only useful to generate mock cata-
logues, but also for inference analysis of the large-scale struc-
ture (density fields, power spectra, etc), improving previous mod-
els based on a linear bias and on the Poisson assumption (see e.g.
Kitaura & Enßlin 2008; Kitaura et al. 2010).
This letter is structured as follows: in the next section (§2) we
present our method. We then show (§3) our numerical experiments
calibrating our mock catalogues with N -body simulations. Finally
(§4) we present our conclusions and discussion.
2 METHOD
Our approach combines an efficient structure formation model with
a local, nonlinear, scale-dependent and stochastic biasing scheme.
The resulting computer code is dubbed PATCHY (PerturbAtion
Theory Catalog generator of Halo and galaxY distributions).
2.1 Structure formation model
We use Augmented Lagrangian Perturbation Theory (ALPT) to
simulate structure formation (Kitaura & Heß 2013). In this approx-
imation the displacement field Ψ(q, z), mapping a distribution of
dark matter particles at initial Lagrangian positions q to the final
Eulerian positions x(z) at redshift z (x(z) = q+Ψ(q, z)), is split
1 http://www.multidark.org
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Figure 1. Slices of thickness 20 h−1 Mpc and 1250 h−1 Mpc side of a
PATCHY simulation through the dark matter density field (on the left) and
through the corresponding halo field (on the right). The logarithm of the
density fields are shown. Lighter regions represent higher densities.
into a long-range ΨL(q, z) and a short-range component ΨS(q, z),
i.e. Ψ(q, z) = ΨL(q, z) + ΨS(q, z). We rely on 2LPT for the
long-range component:
Ψ2LPT = −D∇φ
(1) +D2∇φ
(2) , (1)
where D is the linear growth factor and D2 ≃ −3/7Ω−1/143D2
(for details on 2LPT see Buchert 1994; Bouchet et al. 1995;
Catelan 1995). The potentials φ(1) and φ(2) are obtained by solving
a pair of Poisson equations: ∇2φ(1) = δ(1), where δ(1) is the linear
overdensity, and ∇2φ(2) = δ(2). The second order nonlinear term
δ(2) is fully determined by the linear overdensity field δ(1) through
the following quadratic expression:
δ(2) ≡
∑
i>j
(
φ
(1)
,ii φ
(1)
,jj − [φ
(1)
,ij ]
2
)
, (2)
where we use the following notation φ,ij ≡ ∂2φ/∂qi∂qj , and the
indices i, j run over the three Cartesian coordinates.
The resulting displacement field is filtered with a kernel
K: ΨL(q, z) = K(q, rS) ◦ Ψ2LPT(q, z). We apply a Gaus-
sian filter K(q, rS)= exp (−|q|2/(2r2S)), with rS being the
smoothing radius. We use the spherical collapse approximation
to model the short-range component ΨSC(q, z) (see Bernardeau
1994; Mohayaee et al. 2006; Neyrinck 2013): ΨS(q, z) =
(1−K(q, rS)) ◦ΨSC(q, z), where
ΨSC = ∇∇
−2
[
3
((
1−
2
3
Dδ(1)
)1/2
− 1
)]
. (3)
The combined ALPT displacement field
ΨALPT(q, z) = K(q, rS)◦Ψ2LPT(q, z)+(1−K(q, rS))◦ΨSC(q, z)
(4)
is used to move a set of homogenously distributed particles from
Lagrangian initial conditions to the Eulerian final ones. We then
grid the particles following a clouds-in-cell scheme to produce a
smooth density field δALPT.
2.2 Deterministic biasing
The relation between the halo distribution and the underly-
ing dark matter density field is known to be nonlinear, nonlo-
cal and stochastic (Press & Schechter 1974; Peacock & Heavens
1985; Bardeen et al. 1986; Fry & Gaztanaga 1993; Mo & White
1996; Dekel & Lahav 1999; Sheth & Lemson 1999; Seljak 2000;
Berlind & Weinberg 2002; Smith et al. 2007; Desjacques et al.
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2. Power spectra obtained with PATCHY vs. BigMultiDark at z = 0.577 for a halo sample with number density 3.6× 10−4 Mpc−3 h3 in real-pace (on
the left) and in redshift-space (on the right). The red line corresponds to the mean of 50 PATCHY realizations with the corresponding 1-sigma region in grey.
The linear power spectrum is also shown (solid black line) as well as the mean over 8 sub-volumes of the BigMultiDark simulation. Bottom: Ratio between
the mean of the PATCHY realizations and the mean of the N -body sub-volumes. Dotted curve: only Poisson, dashed curves: includes negative-binomial PDF.
Regions within 2% are inidcated by the dark grey area and 5% by the lighter one.
2010; Beltra´n Jime´nez & Durrer 2011; Valageas & Nishimichi
2011; Elia et al. 2012; Chan et al. 2012; Baldauf et al. 2012, 2013).
We will neglect for the time being nonlocal biasing. To account for
nonlinear biasing we consider an exponential expression which in-
cludes only 2 parameters (with only one free parameter), fN and
α, to get the expected number counts of halos in a cell i from the
density field (Cen & Ostriker 1993; de la Torre & Peacock 2013),
i.e.
λi ≡ 〈Ni〉 = fN × (1 + δ
ALPT
i )
α , (5)
where the brackets stand for the ensemble average over the real-
ization of halos given a particular probability distribution func-
tion (PDF) P (Ni | λi, {pi}) with a set of parameters {pi}:
〈Ni〉 =
∑
∞
Ni=0
P (Ni | λi, {pi})Ni (see next subsection). The
parameter α controls the nonlinear, scale-dependent bias, while fN
controls the halo number density. We note that for the unbiased
case (α = 1) fN is equal to the number density N ≡ 〈λ〉V =
〈fN × (1 + δ
ALPT)〉V = fN , where 〈. . . 〉V is the ensemble av-
erage over a sufficiently large volume V , so that 〈δALPT〉V = 0.
Accordingly, we find fN being in general given by:
fN = N/〈(1 + δ
ALPT
i )
α〉V . (6)
2.3 Stochastic biasing
The halo distribution is a discrete sample of the continuous un-
derlying dark matter distribution. To account for the shot noise
one could do Poissonian realizations of the halo density field as
given by the deterministic bias and the dark matter field (see e.g.
de la Torre & Peacock 2013). However, it is known that the ex-
cess probability of finding halos in high density regions gener-
ates over-dispersion (Somerville et al. 2001; Casas-Miranda et al.
2002), underdense regions are under-dispersed and there is an in-
termediate regime (mainly filaments) in which Poissonity approx-
imately holds. Therefore we define three regimes: a low density
(δALPT > δlow), an intermediate (δlow < δALPT < δhigh) and a
high density regime (δALPT > δhigh). We use a Poisson distribu-
tion in the intermediate regime:
P (Ni | λi) =
λNii
Ni!
exp(−λi) , (7)
and the negative binomial (NB) PDF (for non-Poissonian distribu-
tions see Saslaw & Hamilton 1984; Sheth 1995) including an ad-
ditional parameter β to model over-dispersion in the high density
regime:
P (Ni | λi, β) =
λNii
Ni!
Γ(β +Ni)
Γ(β)(β + λ)Ni
1
(1 + λ/β)β
. (8)
This PDF tends towards the Poisson distribution for β → ∞. The
NB is also very close to the Poissonian distribution for low λ val-
ues. For this reason we could consider only one threshold density
δth = δlow = δhigh, reducing the number of parameters in our
model. We will investigate this further in future works. Since we fo-
cus in this study on massive halos to model Luminous Red Galaxies
(LRGs), we then suppress the generation of halos in the low density
regime. A Bayesian inference algorithm based on a combination of
these PDFs will appear in a forthcoming publication.
2.4 Redshift-space distortions
The mapping between Eulerian real-space x(z) and redshift-space
s(z) is given by: s(z) = x(z)+vr(z), with vr ≡ (v · rˆ)rˆ/(Ha);
where rˆ is the unit sight line vector, H the Hubble constant, a the
scale factor, and v = v(x) the 3-d velocity field interpolated at the
position of each halo in Eulerian-space x using the displacement
field ΨALPT(q, z). We split the peculiar velocity field into a coher-
ent vcoh and a (quasi-) virialized component vσ : v = vcoh + vσ .
The coherent peculiar velocity field is computed in Lagrangian-
space from the linear Gaussian field δ(1)(q) using the ALPT for-
mulation consistently with the displacement field (see Eq. 4):
v
coh
ALPT(q, z) = K(q, rS)◦v2LPT(q, z)+(1−K(q, rS))◦vSC(q, z)
(9)
For the second order LPT component v2LPT we refer to
e. g. Buchert & Ehlers (1993); Bouchet et al. (1995):
v2LPT = −fHaD∇φ
(1) + f2HaD2∇φ
(2) , (10)
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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where fi = d lnDi/d ln a (D ≡ D1, f ≡ f1 ≈ Ω5/9, f2 ≈
2Ω6/11).
The spherical collapse component is obtained by performing
the time derivative of Eq. 3:
vSC = ∇∇
−2
[
−fHaD δ(1)
(
1−
2
3
Dδ(1)
)
−1/2
]
. (11)
We use the high correlation between the local density field
and the velocity dispersion to model the displacement due to
(quasi-) virialized motions. Effectively, we sample a Gaussian
distribution function (G) with a dispersion given by σv ∝(
1 + bALPTδALPT (x)
)γ
. Consequently,
v
σ
r ≡ (v
σ · rˆ)rˆ/(Ha) = G
(
g ×
(
1 + bALPTδALPT (x)
)γ)
rˆ ,
(12)
(see Kitaura 2007; Kitaura & Enßlin 2008; Heß et al. 2013). The
linear bias between the ALPT approximation and the full N -body
solution is given by bALPT and is close to unity for scales of
a few Mpc (see Heß et al. 2013). The parameters g and γ have
been adjusted to fit the damping effect in the power-spectrum in
redshift-space as found in the BigMultiDark N -body simulation. In
closely virialized systems the kinetic energy approximately equals
the gravitational energy and a Kepplerian law predicts γ close to
0.5 (see Kitaura 2007; Heß & Kitaura in prep), leaving only the
proportionality constant g as a free parameter in our model.
3 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We use a reference halo catalogue at redshift z = 0.577 extracted
from one of the BigMultiDark simulations (Heß et al in prep),
which was performed using GADGET-2 (Springel 2005) with 38403
particles on a volume of (2500 h−1 Mpc)3 assuming ΛCDM-
cosmology with {ΩM = 0.29,ΩK = 0,ΩΛ = 0.71,ΩB =
0.047, σ8 = 0.82, w = −1, ns = 0.95} and a Hubble constant
(H0 = 100 h km s−1 Mpc−1) given by h = 0.7. Halos were
produced based on density peaks including substructures using the
Bound Density Maximum (BDM) halo finder (Klypin & Holtzman
1997) and then selected according to a maximum circular ve-
locity larger than 350 km s−1 to match the number density of
BOSS CMASS galaxies (Nuza et al. 2013). For the impact of these
selection criteria in the clustering and scale-dependent bias see
Prada et al (in prep).
We make a partition of the BigMultiDark box into 8 sub-
volumes of equal size (1250 h−1Mpc)3. This permits us to get
rough estimates of the variance in the power spectra and correla-
tion functions due to cosmic variance. Since our approach yields
number counts in cells on a mesh, we define the reference power
spectrum as the mean of the ones corresponding to the halo over-
density field in the sub-volumes gridded with nearest-grid-point
(NGP). We choose a mesh of 5123 cells to reach a resolution of
cell size 2.4 h−1 Mpc. We have explored the parameter space of
our model {α, β, δlow, δhigh, g} running PATCHY with 5123 parti-
cles in volumes of (1250 h−1Mpc)3 to maximize the fit to the ref-
erence power spectrum in the relevant range for BAOs. This leads
to an inconsistency with the large-scale modes which are included
in BigMultiDark, but not in the PATCHY realizations. We will inves-
tigate the impact of this approximation in a future work. Our cri-
terion for the parameter selection is based on reaching better than
2% accuracy in the range 0.07 < k < 0.4 h Mpc−1. Using a set of
parameters, which meet our criteria, we perform 50 random seeded
realizations with PATCHY. We have checked that the halo number
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Figure 3. Quotient between
the averaged correlation func-
tions in redshift- (ξz(r)) and
real-space (ξ(r)) for the 8 sub-
volumes of the BigMultiDark
simulation (top) and for the 50
PATCHY realizations (bottom).
The red line corresponds to the
Kaiser factor prediction.
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Figure 4. Correlation functions of the PATCHY simulations vs the Big-
MultiDark N -body simulation. The red line corresponds to the mean of
the PATCHY realizations with the corresponding 1-sigma region in grey.
Crosses: mean over the BigMultiDark sub-volumes. The error bars indicate
1-sigma regions for the N -body case. Each of the 8 sub-volumes drawn
from the N -body simulation is represented by the grey lines. The left panel
shows real-space, while the right panel shows redshift-space.
density from the realizations is compatible with the expected num-
ber density (about 70% of the realizations lie within the 1-sigma
region of the N -body simulation with a very close mean). A slice
through the distribution of the dark matter and the corresponding
halo sample are presented in Fig. 1. The dark matter slice clearly
shows the nonlinear cosmic web. Looking carefully, one can dis-
tinguish resolution effects in voids. However, these should not af-
fect our mocks as we do not consider massive halos in low den-
sity regions. This issue should be revisited when generating cata-
logues for low mass halos. Fig. 2 shows the power spectra com-
paring the results between PATCHY and the BigMultiDark N -body
simulation. On the left panel we find an agreement between the
model and the reference power spectrum within 2% up to k ∼ 1h
Mpc−1 in real-space. The same is shown in redshift-space on the
right panel. We have checked the PATCHY performance neglect-
ing over-dispersion using the Poisson disstribution also in the high
density regime. In this case the deviation from the reference power
spectrum can be larger than 10%, being in particular above 10%
at k = 0.4 h Mpc−1 (see dotted line in the left-lower panel on
Fig. 2). Fig. 3 shows that the Kaiser factor K (Kaiser 1987)2, the
BAO damping, and the excess of power at scales lower than the
BAO peak, are well reproduced with our redshift-space distortion
model. The correlation functions for both real- and redshift-space
are shown in Fig. 4. We can see that n all bins PATCHY is com-
patible, within the error bars, with the BigMultiDark N -body sim-
ulation down to scales <∼ 5h
−1 Mpc. The dispersion in the corre-
lation functions from the N -body and the PATCHY realizations are
remarkably similar.
2 K = 1 + 2
3
β + 1
5
β2 ∼ 1.28, with β = f/b, f being the growth rate,
and b ∼ 2 being the linear bias for our mock LRG sample.
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this work we have combined structure formation perturbation
theory with a local, nonlinear, stochastic bias including redshift-
space distortions to generate mock halo catalogues of a given num-
ber density using the novel PATCHY-code. We have also shown the
importance of treating over-dispersion in high density regions to
reach precisions of about 2% in the power spectrum. The advan-
tage of our approach is manifold. First, we use an improved effi-
cient one-step solver (Augmented Lagrangian Perturbation Theory:
ALPT) yielding a smooth density field on a mesh. Second, we use a
statistical model applied to that field to produce a distribution of ha-
los with power spectra matching those obtained from the BigMulti-
Dark N -body simulations, as opposed to other methods, which rely
on the halos obtained with the corresponding approximation (e.g.
PTHALOS, PINOCCHIO or COLA). In this way, we circumvent two
problems: the inaccuracy of the perturbative approach and the large
number of particles required to resolve the halo population of in-
terest within volumes. In our tests we have used ∼ 50 times less
particles than for the BigMultiDark simulation in the correspond-
ing volume. Finally, we have modeled redshift-space distortions,
reproducing the correlation function of N -body simulations with
the same level of accuracy as in real-space.
Still a number of issues have to be investigated, such as the
performance of the method as a function of redshift (including
light-cones), cosmological parameters, nonlocal bias, and differ-
ent halo number densities. Higher order statistics (skewness, kur-
tosis, three-point correlation functions or bispectrum) are expected
to be reasonably well modeled as we are using improved versions
of 2LPT correcting for the damped power spectrum. We will inves-
tigate all these issues in detail for mass production of mock cata-
logues and plan to make PATCHY publicly available.
In summary, PATCHY proves to be an especially efficient and
accurate method based on perturbation theory to generate mock cat-
alogues including nonlinear, scale-dependent and stochastic bias-
ing with redshift-space distortions, which can be used to compute
covariance matrices for large galaxy surveys.
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